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OVERVIEW 

The VFX-Panel helps accelerate your workflow when sending clips to 

compositing and automatically starts updating your timeline to the newest 

Versions of the processed clips. 

SETTINGS DIALOG 

When first using this panel, it is mandatory to add some settings.  

Therefore, you should go to the “settings” Tab. 

 

 

• Handle Length: Adds additional frames to the export at the end and the 

beginning of the chosen clip or for all clips on one track (will be different, 

depending on what you choose to do). 

• Create Sequence Subfolder: Creates a folder on your filesystem that has 

the name of the wrapping sequence. Will store all clips from that sequence 

in that folder. 

• Create Item Subfolder: Creates an additional folder that stores all items 

from that clip/track. 
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• Select Export Preset: This option is for choosing your desired export 

format. You can choose every possible .epr file. To generate .epr files you 

can use the export function on Adobes Media Encoder. Those can be 

stored anywhere you want. 

• Select Input Folder: The “input folder” is used to reimport and update 

the clips on your timeline. All processed clips should go here to be 

scanned and substituted. 

• Save Preset: Finally, the “Save Preset” button that will store your settings 

in your browser storage. Following that, it will redirect you to the main 

view. 

 

MAIN DIALOG 

The “main view” is meant for exporting your desired clips and tracks and for 

reimporting processed clips and updating the old versions on your timeline. 

 

 

• Select Export Folder: Choose where you want to store your exported 

clips 
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• Description Text area: Here you can add some additional information for 

the compositing department. The content of your description will be 

stored in a .txt file that is generated while exporting. 

• Export track/selected clips: This switch selects whether you want to 

export a whole video track or you just want to export specific selected 

clip(s). 

• Video track (optional): This will only be shown when you select the 

option for exporting a whole video track. Here you can choose which 

track should be in scope for exporting. 

• Information area: Will give you all needed information about your 

preset on the first sight. To change them, navigate to the settings dialog. 

• Check for new versions: Here you can find the main feature of the panel. 

It will look for newer Versions of existing clips on the timeline in your 

“input folder”, which can be chosen from the settings dialog. After that it 

automatically updates the clips on their original position on the timeline to 

the processed version from your vfx/compositing department.  
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EXPORT CLIPS/TRACK 

You can choose between two different export options: one exporting only selected 

clips from your timeline, the other exporting every clip and item from a selected 

track. 

All exported data will be stored in your “export folder” and subfolders will be 

created if the option has been checked on “settings”. 

The description file will be created in the main export folder and is readable with 

every text application like the windows editor or any browser. 

IMPORT UPDATED VERSIONS 

When “checking for new versions”, the panel will look for new versions of 

existing clips in your input folder. You are allowed to use subfolder structures in 

that input folder, if your selected input folder refers to the main folder that 

contains all used subfolders. 

Those clips will be recognized as new versions through their filename.  

Example: 

Original clip: video.mov 

VFX processed clip: video_v1_0000.mov 

 

As in the above example shown, the _v1 will trigger the panel to see this file as a 

new version of video.mov. 

This will be done for all clips on your current timeline. Every time there is a 

newer version discovered, it will be imported and substitutes your “old clip” on 

your timeline. It will be on the exact same position as the original clip still having 

all Handlelength to work with. 

NAMING CONVENTIONS 

Exporting: 

There are no real boundaries or rules how to export your clips. By default, they 

will be exported with their clip name. On a second or third export there will be a 

_1 or _2 added to the filename. 

Importing: 

There are several possibilities to name your files for reimport. The panel 

recognizes the pattern of the file name and accepts it in different ways. Here they 

are: 

 

• video_v1.mov   – default naming 

• Video_v01.mov  – default naming for bigger numbers 

• Video_v01_0000.dpx – default naming for image sequences 

• Video_v1.0000.mov  – missing the second “_”, using a “.” Instead 
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At the current state of development, it is not possible to skip the _v part of the 

pattern. 

The video name (everything in front of the first “_”) must be the same as the clips 

name in your timeline.  


